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Applicants or agent's file reference 
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FOR FURTHER  see Notification of Transmittal of International Search Report 
* m-iMi           <Form PCT/ISA/220) as well as, where applicable, item 5 below. 
ACTION 

Internationa) application No. International filing date (day/month/year) (Earliest) Priority Date (day/month/year) 

PCT/GB 00/02970 31/07/2000 29/07/1999 
Applicant 

MARSDEN, John Christopher et al. 

This International Search Report has been prepared by this International Searching Authority and is transmitted to the applicant 
according to Article 18. A copy is being transmitted to the International Bureau. 

This International Search Report consists of a total of       3 sheets. 
PH     It is also accompanied by a copy of each prior art document cited in this report. 

1. Basis of the report 

a. With regard to the language, the international search was carried out on the basis of the international application in the 
language in which it was filed, unless otherwise indicated under this item. 

[  I     the international search was carried out on the basis of a translation of the international application furnished to this 
Authority (Rule 23.1(b)). 

b. With regard to any nucleotide and/or amino acid sequence disclosed in the international application, the international search 
was carried out on the basis of the sequence listing : 
{ )     contained in the international application in written form. 
|   |     filed together with the international application in computer readable form. 
|   |     furnished subsequently to this Authority in written form. 
I   |     furnished subsequently to this Authority in computer readble form. 
I   |     the statement that the subsequently furnished written sequence listing does not go beyond the disclosure in the 

international application as filed has been furnished. 
I   |     the statement that the information recorded in computer readable form is identical to the written sequence listing has been 

furnished 

2. Q     Certain claims were found unsearchable (See Box I). 
3. |J     Unity of invention is lacking (see Box II). 

With regard to the title, 
1~X~[     the text is approved as submitted by the applicant. 
Qj     the text has been established by this Authority to read as follows: 

5. With regard to the abstract, 
[X]     the text is approved as submitted by the applicant. 
I I the text has been established, according to Rule 38.2(b), by this Authority as it appears in Box III. The applicant may, 1—'     within one month from the date of mailing of this international search report, submit comments to this Authority. 

6. The figure of the drawings to be published with the abstract is Figure No. NOME 

f~l     as suggested by the applicant. [T)     None of the figures. 
[ J     because the applicant failed to suggest a figure. 
1~]     because this figure better characterizes the invention. 
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A. CLASSIFICATION OF SUBJECT MATTE.. 
IPC 7    C08F10/00 C08F4/642 

International Application No 

P^fcs 00/02970 

C08L23/16 

According to International Patent Classification (IPC) or to both national classification and IPC 
B. FIELDS SEARCHED 
Minimum documentation searched (classification system followed by classification symbols) 
IPC 7    C08F C08L 

Documentation searched other than minimum documentation to the extent that such documents are included in the fields searched 

Electronic data base consulted during the international search (name of data base and, where practical, search terms used) 

EPO-Internal, PAJ, WPI Data 

C. DOCUMENTS CONSIDERED TO BE RELEVANT 
Category °   Citation of document, with indication, where appropriate, of the relevant passages Relevant to claim No. 

WO 98 57998 A (BOREALIS AS ;C0CKBAIN 
JULIAN (GB); NENSETH SVEIN (NO); FOLLESTAD 
A) 23 December 1998 (1998-12-23) 
cited in the application 
examples 3,4 

WO 99 05153 A (TARGOR GMBH ;BINGEL CARSTEN 
(DE); FRAAI0E V0LKER (DE); KUEBER FRAN) 
4 February 1999 (1999-02-04) 
examples 2,3 

page 23, line 32 - line 44 
page 24, line 13 - line 17 

W0 97 43323 A (DUN JOZEF J VAN ;MIYAMOTO 
AKIRA (JP); MATSUSHITA FUMI0 (JP); CHUM) 
20 November 1997 (1997-11-20) 
page 114; example 9; table 3 
page 116; example 13; table 5 

-/-- 

1,4-11 

1,4-11 

14,15 

Further documents are listed in the continuation of box C. |)(  I   Patent family members are listed in annex. 

Special categories of cited documents : 

"A* document defining the general state of the art which is not 
considered to be of particular relevance 

E' earlier document but published on or after the international 
filing date 

*L* document which may throw doubts on priority claim(s) or 
which is cited to establish the publication date of another 
citation or other special reason (as specified) 

O' document referring to an oral disclosure, use, exhibition or 
other means 

P' document published prior to the international filing date but 
later than the priority date claimed 

■T' later document published after the international filing date 
or priority date and not in conflict with the application but 
cited to understand the principle or theory underlying the 
invention 

"X" document of particular relevance; the claimed invention 
cannot be considered novel or cannot be considered to 
involve an inventive step when the document is taken alone 

"Y" document of particular relevance; the claimed invention 
cannot be considered to involve an inventive step when the 
document is combined with one or more other such docu- 
ments, such combination being obvious to a person skilled 
in the art. 

*&* document member of the same patent family 
Date of the actual completion of the international search 

30 November 2000 

Date of mailing of the international search report 

11/12/2000 

Name and mailing address of the ISA 
European Patent Office, P.B. 5818 Patent laan 2 
NL - 2280 HV Rijswijk 

Tel. (+31-70) 340-2040, Tx. 31 651 epo nl, 
Fax: (+31-70) 340-3016 

Authorized officer 

Gamb, V 
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EP 0 528 523 A (MOBIL OIL CORP) 
24 February 1993 (1993-02-24) 
page 11; example 6; table V 

EP 0 676 418 A (BP CHEM INT LTD) 
11 October 1995 (1995-10-11) 
cited in the application 
page 9; example 14; table 2 

EP 0 398 350 A (IDEMITSU PETROCHEMICAL CO) 
22 November 1990 (1990-11-22) 
page 6, line 3 - line 6 
page 16; examples 11,12; table 3 

US 5 834 557 A (TSUTSUI TOSHIYUKI   ET AL) 
10 November 1998 (1998-11-10) 
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(PCT Article 36 and Rule 70) 

Applicant's or agent's file reference 

8.69747/001 

International application No. 

PCT/GB00/02970 

FOR FURTHER ACTION     pfl^^0" °f Transmlttal ot International 
 "     Preliminary Examination Report (Form PCT/IPEA/416) 

International filing date (day/month/year) 
31/07/2000 

CoTFrO/00Patem C'aSSlfiCati0n ('PC) 0r na,ionaI Ossification and IPC 

Priority date (day/month/year) 

29/07/1999 
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BCREAUTS TETHvQjjgy QY. 

Authority 

2.   This REPORT consists ol a total of 5 sheets, itichtdittg this covot shoot. 

(so. Rute 7o.,6«soo,to„ sr.ssrsrpc*™ma*More '"'^ 

These annexes consist of a total of 3 sheets. 

3.   This report contains indications relating to the following items: 

is of the report 

» step and industrial applicability 

/, inventive step or industrial applicability; 

I 
II □ 

III □ 
IV □ 
V 

VI □ 
VII □ 

VIII £3 

— —wi i-ii u^ic oj^; wnn regara t 
citations and explanations suporting such statement 
Certain documents cited 

Vl1    ° Certain defects in the international application 
Certain observations on the international application 

Date of submission of the demand 

26/02/2001 

Name and mailing address of the international 
preliminary examining authority: 

European Patent Office 
g)J0   D-80298 Munich 

Tel. +49 89 2399 - 0 Tx: 523656 epmu d 
Fax: +49 89 2399 - 4465 

Form PCT/IPEA/409 (cover sheet) (January 1994) 

Date of completion of this report 

09.11.2001 

Authorized officer 

Adams, F 

Telephone No. +49 89 2399 8511 



INTERNATIONAL PRE 

EXAMINATION REPORT 
NARY 

I. Basis of the report 

1-32 as originally filed 

Claims, No.: 

1-18 

Drawings, sheets: 

1/8-8/8 

as received on 22/10/2001   with letter of 22/10/2001 

as originally filed 

1 :s«i^£~=s^-- 

These elements were available or furnished to this Authority in the following language:   , which is: 

□ the language of a translation furnished for the purposes of the international search (under Rule 23 1 (b)) 

□ the language of publication of the international application (under Rule 48 3(b)) 

D  %7ZT55.3l tranS'ati0n fUmiShed PUrP0S6S °f int6mati0nal examination (under Rule 

3^a,^^ 

□ 

□ 

□ 

□ 

□ 

□ 

contained in the international application in written form. 

filed together with the international application in computer readable form. 

furnished subsequently to this Authority in written form. 

furnished subsequently to this Authority in computer readable form 

ZttSZESSF"^ ,eC0'ded in "~* '°™ fe <° ■» -.nan sequence 

4. The amendments have resulted in the cancellation of: 

□ the description, 

□ the claims, 
pages: 

Nos.: 

Form PCT/IPEA/409 (Boxes l-VIH, Sheet 1) (July 1998) 
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□  the drawings, sheets: 

5- °  ^^^^^^^^^ « not heen made, since they have heen 

(ZonfaCement Sh6et C0ntaiPin9 SUCh Moments must be referred to under item 1 and annexed to this 

6. Additional observations, if necessary: 

1. Statement 

Novelty (N) 

Inventive step (IS) 

Industrial applicability (IA) 

Yes: Claims 
No: Claims 1-18 

Yes: Claims 
No: Claims 1-18 

Yes: Claims 1-18 
No: Claims 

2. Citations and explanations 
see separate sheet 

VIII. Certain observations on the international application 

see separate sheet 

Form PCT/IPEA/409 (Boxes l-VHI, Sheet 2) (July 1998) 



Ad V: 

1). The present application does not satisfy the requirements set forth in Article 33(2) 

PCT because the subject-matter of the claims 1-18 is not new in respect of prior 

art as defined in the regulations (Rule 64(1)-(3) PCT). 

WO-A-9857998 (D1) discloses a process for the preparation of an ethy.ene/1- 

hexene copolymer under constant temperature and pressure in a single reactor in 

the presence of a catalyst system comprising two coimpregnated metallocene 

catalysts, e.g. (nBuCp)2 ZrCI2 and rac-SiMe2 (2-methyl-4-phenyl-indenyl)2 ZrCI2 

(cf. examples 3 and 4). As long as it is not clear from the claims what is to be 

understand under "polymer chain defect content" this feature can not be used to 

d.stingu.sh the present invention from the prior art. The feature that "said 

metallocenes being selected to produce an olefin polymer comprising at least a 

higher molecular weight fraction and a lower molecular weight fraction" can also 

no be regarded as a limitation over the prior art as each single metallocene 

polymerization catalyst produces an olefin polymer comprising a higher molecular 

weight fraction and a lower molecular weight fraction. 

2)'   lon^mrf ^ °f     PreS6nt C'aimS 1"18 iS furthe«™re known from WO-A- 
9905153 (D2; cf. examples 2 and 3) and US-A-5834557 (D7; cf. preparation 
example 1). 

l^^TTof thfpresent claims 13-18 is furthermore known from W°-
A

- 9743323 (D3. cf. examples 9, 13 to 16), EP-A-0528523 (D4; cf. example 6) EP-A- 

0676418 (D5; cf. example 14) and EP-A-0398350 (D6; cf. examples 5-8 11 12) 

Claims 13-18 do not exclude polyololefins obtained by blending techniques and do 

also not exclude polyolefines obtained in a two-step polymerzation process 

Ad VIII: 

1). The term having different propensities for incorporation of polymer chain defects- 

used in claim 1 is vague and unclear and leaves the reader in doubt as to the 

meaning of the technical feature to which it refers, thereby rendering the definition 

Form PCT/Separate Sheet/409 (Sheet 1) (EPO-April 1997) 



of the subject-matter of said claim unclear (Art. 6 PCT). 

2).   There should be a clear definition of the "polymer chain defect" 
(Art. 6 PCT). 

3). 

4). 

in claims 1 and 13 

™« F M ;r a,"ng under ,he soope °',he   —« *. 
(Art 6 PCX, A T      0U'd * Charao,eriz^ « comparative examples 

£l°~ i ,n°ne eXamP'eS C°n,ainS informa,i°" <^e polymer 
Chan defect content, „ appears .ha. .here are no examples falling under the 

scope of the amended sel of claims. 

The feature "said metallocene being seleced to produce an olefin polymer 

comp s,ng a. leas, a higher molecular weigh, fraction and a lower molecular 

we.gh, taction- ,s, firstly an attemp. .o define the invention by ,he result ,o be 

achieved wh,ch is not allowable in claims (Art. 6 PCT). More importantly the 

feature ,s banal as almost any polymer catalyst produces polymers of different 

molecular we.ghts separable into higher and lower weigh, fractions 

PCT/Separate Sheet/409 (Sheet 2) (EPO-April 1997) 
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Claims: 

10 

1-      A process for the preparation of an olefin polymer 

which comprises effecting olefin polymerisation under 

essentially constant conditions in a single reactor in 

the presence of a catalyst system comprising a support 

material coimpregnated with at least two metallocene 

olefin polymerisation catalysts having different 

propensities for incorporation of polymer chain defects. 

2 .      A process as claimed in claim 1 wherein said 

metallocenes are selected to produce an olefin polymer 

comprising at least a higher molecular weight fraction 

and a lower molecular weight fraction,  wherein the 

15      polymer chain defect content of said higher molecular 

weight fraction is at least 3 times that of said lower 

molecular weight fraction. 

3 .      A process as claimed in claim 2 wherein said 

20      metallocenes are selected so that the polymer chain 

defect content of said higher molecular weight fraction 

is at least 10 times that of said lower molecular weight 

fraction. 

25      4.      A process as claimed in any preceding claim wherein 

at least one of said metallocenes comprises a group 4 
metal. 

30 

35 

5.      A process as claimed in claim 4 wherein the 

catalyst system comprises at least a first metallocene 

selected from rac-dimethylsilyl bis (2-methyl-4- 

phenylindenyl)zirconium dichloride, bis(n- 

butylcyclopentadienyl)hafnium dichloride,  ethyl bis(l- 

indenyl)hafnium dichloride and rac-dimethylsilyl bis(9- 

fluorenyl)zirconium dichloride and a second metallocene 

selected from bis (pentamethylcyclopentadienyl) zirconium 

dichloride,  bis (n-butylcyclopentadienyl) zirconium 
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dichloride and dimethylsilyl bis(9-fluorenyl)zirconium 
dichloride. 

6. A process as claimed in any preceding claim wherein 

5      the catalyst system further comprises a cocatalyst. 

7. A process as claimed in claim 6 wherein said 

cocatalyst is methyl aluminoxane. 

10      8.      A process as claimed in any preceding claim wherein 

the support material is porous particulate silica. 

9. A process as claimed in any preceding claim wherein 

ethylene or propylene is polymerised. 
15 

10. A process as claimed in claim 9 wherein 

polymerisation is effected in the presence of an a- 

olefin comonomer containing up to 10 carbon atoms. 

20      11.    A process as claimed in claim 10 wherein ethylene 

is copolymerised with 1-hexene. 

12. A process as claimed in any preceding claim wherein 

the olefin polymer is subsequently subjected to at least 

25      one further polymerisation reaction. 

13. A process as claimed in claim 12 wherein said 

further polymerisation reaction comprises a process as 
defined in claim 1. 

30 

35 

14.    A polyolefin having essentially complete particle 

to particle homogeneity and comprising at least a higher 

molecular weight fraction and a lower molecular weight 

fraction,  wherein the polymer chain defect content of 

said higher molecular weight fraction is at least 3 

times that of said lower molecular weight fraction. 
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15 . 
A polyolefin as claimed in claim 14 wherein the 

™r
fr

Cahca
t

in d6feCt C°ntent °f we.ght fractxon x. at least 10 times ^ 

molecular weight fraction. 

16. 
A polyolefin as claimed in claim 14 or claim 15 

wherexn the polymer chain defects are selected from side 

chains and crystallinity disrupting monomer units 

10     17      A polyolefin as claimed in claim 16 wherein the 

poller chain defects comprise comonomer-derived short 
chain branches. 

15 
18.    A polyolefin as claimed in claim 16 or claim 17 

whe^in the polymer chain defects comprise long chain 

branches containing at least 10 monomer units. 

19. A polyolefin as claimed in claim 18 wherein said 

long chaxn branches are essentially homopolymeric. 


